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Is there a doctor in the house to check on 
this bridge? 
Tiny plants with a global impact 
Assessing the real risk of heart disease in 
young people with low short-term risks 
Biomarkers as a guide to therapy in heart 
failure patients 
Predicting the future spread of infectious-
disease vectors 
Natural brain substance blocks weight gain in 
mice 
Researchers iron out new role for serotonin 
Weizmann Institute scientists discover how 
cancer cells survive a chemotherapy drug 
Weizmann Institute scientists create working 
artificial nerve networks 
Brain structure assists in immune response 
New twist on old medical technology may 
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Rochester study raises new questions about 
controversial plastics chemical 
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Scientists discover how rheumatoid arthritis 
causes bone loss 
The upside to allergies: Cancer prevention 
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deaths 
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Most bacteria from craft goat's cheese 
come from lactic acid and could be 
beneficial for health 
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Roadkill study could speed 
detection of kidney cancer — 
[27 Jan] — Large-scale data 
mining of gene networks in fruit 
flies has led researchers to a 
sensitive and specific diagnostic 
biomarker... 

Protein's essential role in 
repairing damaged cells 
revealed — [7 Jan] — University 
of Michigan researchers have 
discovered that a key protein in 
cells plays a critical role in not 
one, but two... 

Researchers at the Salk Institute 
develop novel glioblastoma 
mouse model — [4 Jan] — 
Researchers at the Salk Institute 
for Biological Studies have 
developed a versatile mouse 
model of glioblastoma - the 
most... 

Can Nintendo Wii game 
consoles improve family fitness? 
— [27 Dec] — Consumer 
research suggests the Nintendo 
Wii Fit video game console was 
among this year's most popular 
Christmas gifts, but... 

A research work carried out at the Department of Microbiology of the 
University of Granada has carried out an analysis of the DNA extracted from 
different varieties of craft goat's cheese, determining that most of them 
belong to the group of lactic bacteria, which could have important 
technological and functional properties, and be even beneficial for health. 
The doctoral thesis by Antonio M. Martin Platero has been supervised by 
Professors Manuel Martinez Bueno, Mercedes Maqueda and Eva Valdivia, 
and is the first research work carried out around Andalusian cheese through 
the combination of classic and molecular techniques and/or methodologies. 

In order to carry out this work, they have analysed four varieties of craft 
cheese from the Alpujarra (Granada), Jayena (Granada) and Aracena 
(Huelva). The microbiological analysis carried out at the University of 
Granada has revealed that this cheese possess between 107 and 109 
bacteria per gram of cheese, and between 65 and 99 per cent of them are 
LAB (Lactic Acid Bacteria). 

Lactic acid, beneficial for health Martin Platero highlights that this type of 
bacteria 'could be especially beneficial for human health, as they cause 
fermentation in lactose, acidify the PH and therefore prevent development of 
pathogen microorganisms.' Part of the microorganisms produce numerous 
antimicrobial compounds of protein nature known as bacteriocines, very 
active substances against pathogens and other microorganisms which alter 
food. 

According to the study carried out at the UGR, the most abundant species 
found in such craft cheese are Lactobacillus paracasei, Lb. plantarum and 
Lactococcus lactis. The latter is one of the species most commonly found in 
yoghurt. 
 
Source: Universidad de Granada 
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